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GUIDANCE

Surrogacy

Surrogacy is an option for childless couples and is effective. Brazier et al (1) define surrogacy as
‘The practice whereby one woman (the surrogate mother) carries a child for another person
(the commissioning couple) as a result of an agreement prior to conception that the child
should be handed over to commissioning couple after birth’.

There are broadly two types of surrogacy; partial surrogacy where the carrier is also the genetic
or biological mother and full surrogacy where the carrier has a fertilized embryo implanted in
the womb using in-vitro fertilisation technology.

Legal position

Surrogacy is legal in the UK but the Surrogacy Arrangements Act 1985 makes commercial
surrogacy illegal.(2) The legal parentage remains with the mother carrying the child – regardless
of whether the child is genetically related or not. If the host mother, therefore, wishes to keep
the child she has been carrying, it is her right to do so. Normal paternity rights apply to the
genetic father. In the past the commissioning couple had to apply for formal adoption. This
process has now been simplified providing that certain conditions are met.

The medical profession’s position

The BMA has endorsed its use as an acceptable treatment but only as an option of last resort.
Guidelines for clinical practice have been issued by the BMA’s Ethics Committee (3).

The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority have agreed to its use.

The Department of Health position

The Department does not have an official view but they say they agree with BMA’s views on
this.

Issues with surrogacy

Some of the issues surrounding surrogacy are:

1. What is the position if there is any question of parentage?
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2. What is the position if the host mother wishes to keep the child?
3. What is the position if the host mother changes her mind and wishes to have an

abortion?
4. Whose responsibility is it if the genetic parents change their mind or both parents reject

the child - for example if the child is disabled at birth?
5. What if the host mother becomes disabled or dies as a result of the pregnancy – who

looks after the host mother and her family?
6. What are the long term effects on the child and existing children – particularly in the

host family?
7. What are the long term effects on the host mother?

Recommendation

There are no clear studies in to the long term physical, mental or social consequences for
children, commissioning couples, hosts or the children of the host.

In the absence of a clear legal and/or Department of Health position on the role and
responsibilities of public bodies funding surrogacy, it is recommended that the PCTs should not
fund cases. There are also concerns over the ethics of surrogacy given the unknowns above.
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The Human Rights Act has been considered in the formation of this policy statement.


